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DESCRIPTION

69600

2013 Sierra Cantabria Rose

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$13.99

DISCOUNT %

$12.99*

7%

"Clean and bright salmon color. Aromas of red berries, aniseed light notes and nuances of fresh fruit, strawberry, blackberry, raspberry,
pomegranate. Fresh, fragrant, well balanced, wrapped by the fruit and acidity with memories of pomegranate, watermelon, etc. Intense,
persistent, leaving a lively length." - Reviewed by: Producer

321509

Marques de Caceres Rose

$9.99

N/A

N/A

"Attractive medium coral pink colour. Fresh notes of red berries (raspberries, strawberries) on the nose with a depth of floral and mineral
sensations. Clean and fleshy in the mouth, this rosé has a lively character that makes it very refreshing. An exquisite rose with delicious
flavours and a very versatile wine for all occasions." - Reviewed by: Producer

70587

2013 Muga Rosado

$11.99

N/A

N/A

"A wine with shades of salmon-pink evolving towards bright copper in the bulb. With the glass held still, the fruit comes to the fore with a rich
range of nuances: cherry, apple, peach, pineapple and even white blossom and fennel, not found very often in this wine. And not forgetting
the omnipresent pastry shop aroma produced by the fine lees. On the palate the three-way relationship of bitter-acid-sweet flavors makes the
tasting a true joy, intense and long, very long… leaving excellent sensations in the aftertaste which make you want to come back for more.
We end with a retronasal stage in which the notes described above are reversed, with the white blossom and fennel becoming dominant." Reviewed by: Producer

70589

2013 Cune Rosado

$12.99

N/A

N/A

"Bright strawberry on soft purple background. Elegant floral aromas with intense aromas of red fruits such as strawberries, raspberries and
currants. Wine of great typicity to be a single varietal Tempranillo. Unctuous palate and balanced acidity. Wine of great freshness and perfect
companion for appetizers, pasta dishes, oily fish, and pickles that are so difficult to pairing." - Reviewed by: Producer

72462

2013 El Coto Rioja Rosado

$9.99

N/A

N/A

"Vivid pink. Raspberry, orange zest and honeysuckle aromas show good clarity and a touch of white pepper. Juicy and precise, with good lift
to its bitter cherry and red berry flavors. Closes on a tangy, dry note, with good thrust and length." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar 87pts

71165

2013 Muga Rosado

$29.99

N/A

"A wine with shades of salmon-pink evolving towards bright copper in the bulb. With the glass held still, the fruit comes to the fore with a rich
range of nuances: cherry, apple, peach, pineapple and even white blossom and fennel, not found very often in this wine. And not forgetting
the omnipresent pastry shop aroma produced by the fine lees. On the palate the three-way relationship of bitter-acid-sweet flavors makes the
tasting a true joy, intense and long, very long… leaving excellent sensations in the aftertaste which make you want to come back for more.
We end with a retronasal stage in which the notes described above are reversed, with the white blossom and fennel becoming dominant." Reviewed by: Producer

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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